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Abstract

In this work, we built a model to classify 12-lead ECGs
using attention for the PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiol-
ogy Challenge 2020. Since information about different
classification outcomes might be present only in specific
segments, we tune our feature representation to show the
frequency distribution shift as we move through time. This
is done by first representing the original signal as a spec-
trogram, which shows the signal’s frequency spectrum dur-
ing different time windows (heartbeats). The frequency
spectrum at each heartbeat is extracted using discrete-time
Fourier transform. The spectrogram is then inputted to a
bidirectional LSTM network where each heartbeat vector
represents a time step. The outputs of the bidirectional
LSTM network at each stage are then used as attention
vectors. The attention vectors are then multiplied with
the original signal window embeddings, which are used to
generate the final output. Our approach achieved a chal-
lenge validation score of 0.416 and a test score of 0.024
but were not ranked due to omissions in the submission
(team name: SBU_AI).

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease is estimated to be one of the
leading causes of death worldwide [1]. There are many
types of cardiovascular diseases resulting from different
underlying causes. To detect such causes and under-
stand the kind of intervention needed, the electrocardio-
gram (ECG) is an important tool used by healthcare pro-
fessionals to assess and diagnose abnormalities in the
cardiac electrical activity in patients [2, 3]. The Phy-
sioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2020 is or-
ganized to encourage automated, data-driven, and open-
source approaches for classifying different types of abnor-
malities from 12-lead ECGs [4,5]. In this paper, we discuss
the design and the results of the model we submitted to this
year’s challenge.

2. Methods

2.1. Data processing

We merged all the challenge datasets into one larger
dataset of 43,101 12-lead ECGs. For each data-point (a
single 12-lead ECG recording), we only process a 10 sec-
ond window due to computational limitations. We extract
the window from the middle of the signal to avoid poten-
tial noise at the beginning or end of the signal when possi-
ble. We also extract up to a maximum of 10 heartbeats per
data-point in the specified 10 second window. After that,
features were extracted for each data-point from the signal
and its accompanying header file. We group the features
into two main types: static and time-varying, as shown in
Table 1. Static features are characteristics of the patient
and the signal as a whole, while time-varying features are
characteristics calculated at the heartbeat level.

2.2. Peak detection

Since the dataset contains noisy ECG signals, we lever-
age the availability of 12-leads per ECG to improve the
quality of our peak detection pipeline. As shown in Al-
gorithm 1, we use a heuristic to select the lead ECG with
the most prominent peaks. This signal will be later used
to extract the actual timestamps of the peaks. The heuris-
tic calculates the ratio of the 5th highest gradient within
the 10-second window from each lead signal over the av-
erage of the bottom 50% of the positive gradients within
that window. Since we assume a minimum heart rate of
30 beats per minute, the 5th highest gradient is used as a
more conservative estimate of a peak gradient than taking
the average or the median of the top 5 gradients. Also,
taking the bottom 50% of the positive gradients as in the
denominator of line 5 of Algorithm 1 aims at capturing
the gradients from the noise while excluding the gradients
from the peaks and other characteristics of the signal.

After selecting the lead signal maximizing our signal
quality metric, we extract an approximate heart rate for the
signal before applying our peak detection algorithm. This
step is needed to adjust the minimum width between the
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Feature name Type Source
Heart rate Static Signal
Standard deviation of inter-beat intervals Static Signal
Mean of difference intervals Static Signal
Standard deviation of difference intervals Static Signal
Age Static Header file
Sex Static Header file
Signal gain Static Header file
Per heartbeat discrete-time Fourier transform Time-varying Signal
Inter-beat interval duration Time-varying Signal

Table 1: Features used in our model. Time-varying features are calculated for each heartbeat. Static features are extracted
or calculated once for the whole signal before they are fed to our model.

Algorithm 1 : Get best lead signal index
Input: Lead signals e1, e2..., e12
Output: Index of signal used for peak detection.

1: procedure GETBESTLEADINDEX
2: for i = 1→ 12 do
3: dei ← DIFFERENCEOPERATOR(ei)
4:
5: qm← minimum of top 5 gradients in dei

average of the bottom 50% positive gradients in dei
6:
7: quality_measures.append(qm)
8: end for
9: Return argmin

i
quality_measures[i]

10: end procedure

peaks appropriately. To achieve this, we cross-correlate
the derivative of the lead signal with itself. Since we as-
sume the heart rates (per minute) fall within the range
(30, 240), we only search for peak values in the autocor-
relation plot corresponding to a signal period within that
range. Moreover, since the autocorrelation plot can have
multiple peaks, some of which are higher than the first
peak (corresponding to the true signal period or the actual
heart rate), we add a tolerance parameter in our algorithm
to accept the earliest peak if it is greater than or equal to
40% of the maximum peak in the specified range. We use
the earliest peak to calculate the period and thus the ap-
proximate heart rate of the signal.

After this step, and in order to identify peaks in the sig-
nal, we use a minimum distance between peaks of at least
40% of the distance corresponding to the given approxi-
mate heart rate (as long as it doesn’t correspond to a heart
rate higher than 240). We also use a prominence of 60%
of the 5th highest gradient within the 10-second window.
Values below this threshold are removed from the pool of
potential peaks. These two parameters allow for an ac-
ceptable range of variation in the amplitude and the period
of the derived heart rate signal. After that, we select our

peaks, given these two parameters. The parameters were
selected and tuned over a sample of 50 random heart rate
signals. We stopped the tuning after the overall peak detec-
tion pipeline was able to detect peaks correctly with more
than 99% accuracy. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the
heart rates across the whole challenge dataset after apply-
ing our peak detection pipeline.

Figure 1: Histogram showing the distribution of the heart
rates in the challenge training dataset after applying our
peak detection pipeline.

2.3. Model

2.3.1. Model architecture and loss function

After detecting the peaks in each signal, we extract the
distribution of the energy of the signal at each heartbeat
over frequencies between 0 and 10 Hz using the discrete-
time Fourier transform (DTFT). This information is con-
catenated with the patient context features. We multiply
these vectors with an embedding matrix to generate a mul-
tivariate time-series represented as embedding vectors. Af-
ter that, we feed the vector embeddings into a bidirectional
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network. We apply an
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Figure 2: Proposed model architecture. We first detect the peaks in the given signals and then apply a discrete-time Fourier
transform at the heartbeat level (1-6). We then generate per heartbeat input feature vectors, which are then concatenated
with the static features before they are multiplied by the embedding matrix to generate heartbeat embedding vectors (7-9).
The embedding vectors are fed into a bidirectional LSTM (10). The outputs of the bidirectional LSTM and the embedding
vectors are fed into an attention mechanism whose fixed-length output is inputted to a final feed-forward network that
outputs class probabilities after applying the sigmoid function for each class output (multi-label classification) (11-15).

attention mechanism [6] to the embedding vectors using
the outputs of the bidirectional LSTM as in [7]. The result-
ing output vector from the attention layer is then fed into
a final linear layer. Since we have a multi-label prediction
task, we apply a sigmoid operator to the final layer’s output
to generate a probability score for each class output. The
model was then optimized using the binary cross-entropy
loss averaged over all the 24 class outputs. The overall
model architecture is shown in Figure 2.

2.3.2. Model hyper-parameters and tuning

We fix the input embedding dimension (LSTM input di-
mension) to 512, the LSTM hidden dimension and all sub-
sequent hidden layer dimensions to 256, the batch size to
64, and the number of training epochs to 10.

As for other learning parameters, we tune the learning
rate, gradient clip norm, L1 and L2 regularization coeffi-
cients (λ1 and λ2), and dropout rate. We tune the model
hyper-parameters using the Bayesian optimization imple-
mentation from the Hyperopt python package [8]. We use
40 total trials after separating the training dataset into 70%
training and 30% validation to tune these parameters. The
parameters and their ranges are shown in Table 2. We then
selected the parameters from the trial giving the best per-
formance on the validation set. After that, the model was

retrained on the full dataset and submitted to the challenge
for final evaluation after tuning the classification thresh-
olds.

Parameter Range Range type
Learning rate [−10,−5] Log uniform
Gradient clip norm [0, 10] Uniform
L1 lambda [-10, 2] Log uniform
L2 lambda [-10, 2] Log uniform
Dropout [0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, Discrete

0.3, 0.4, 0.5]

Table 2: Search spaces for the model hyper-parameters.

2.3.3. Model thresholds tuning

After training and selecting a model that minimizes the
loss and generalizes well to the validation set, we need to
choose thresholds for each class in a way that optimizes
for the challenge metric. Usually, this is an easier task
in binary classification tasks using a linear time algorithm
that sweeps all possible thresholds and selects the optimal
one. In the given challenge metric, however, this task is
more challenging for two main reasons:

1- The threshold of each class affects the scoring of all
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other classes in different ways, even if the thresholds
of all those other classes are held constant.

2- Grid search based threshold optimization is in-
tractable given the number of classes (24).

Given this, we optimize the thresholds using Bayesian
optimization. We use 200 trials, and we select the thresh-
olds that maximize the challenge scoring function on the
training set. We also apply an additional heuristic to accel-
erate the threshold search. We limit the threshold search to
be within the 95 middle percentiles of each positive class’s
model probability output distribution across the training
set. The reasoning behind this range is that higher values
mean omitting that class entirely (all negative predictions).
On the other hand, a value below that range might corre-
spond to outliers whose scores are very close to 0. Limiting
our search space to this narrower space increased conver-
gence speed compared to searching the whole range (0 to
1).

3. Results

Table 3 shows the final results of our submitted model.
We used one of the ten submissions in the official phase of
the challenge. The submitted model was not ranked due to
omissions in the submission (team name: SBU_AI). Table
4 shows the results on each of the final test set databases.

Dataset Score

Validation 0.416
Full test set 0.024

Table 3: Results on the chal-
lenge validation and full test
set.

Test set database Score

database 1 0.513
database 2 0.016
database 2 -0.028

Table 4: Results on the
challenge full test set by
database.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this work we designed a model to classify 12-lead
ECGs using attention and DTFT. Tables 3 and 4 show that
the model failed to generalize across different databases.
This can be attributed to multiple design choices such as
cross-validating after aggregating all data-points instead of
cross-validating at a database level, limiting the maximum
duration to 10 seconds per signal, and following an out-
come agnostic approach. Addressing these limitations will
be the subject of our future work. We also intend to an-
alyze our model’s attention weights to give more insight
about each heartbeat’s contribution to the final probability
score similar to the approach followed in [7].
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